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“These fruit infused water recipes make drinking water fun again, I’ve lost 10 pounds from
having the ability to ENJOY water rather than craving sweet drinks! – – Barb“I fell in love with fruit
infused water in our resort the last time We was on vacation with my husband. RobinFruit
infused water is not only delicious, but we all know that water is the single most significant
drink that we need to consume to be healthful, live well, and keep ourselves thinDownload this
book now for 25 dishes of a breeze and delicious fruit infused drinking water that will help to
shed pounds (with special weight reduction boosting substances!”s a huge hit at summer
parties!” Now I can enjoy fruit infused water at home, and it’) and LOVE the taste!
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Start drinking more drinking water! I'm a huge believer in drinking as much water as possible..
The recipes are self-explanatory but I would never think to come up with the initial
combinations myself!The best thing about this book is that it provides a huge amount of great
recipes to greatly help people who are in the centre ground of not yet drinking enough water
because it's boring yet knowing it's what they need to do for health reasons. Heck, even though
you like drinking drinking water nonstop it'll add just a spark to your day with a bit of
flavor.Highly recommended! Who knew that there were so many ways you can "add spice to"
your water? 25 great recipes Wow! As summer kicks in, remaining hydrated will end up being so
important, however, plain water can get boring! I really like that I've new options now. I also
loved the way the author explains the benefits of normal water and fruit infused water. =)
Thanks!. This reserve combines fruit with drinking water and allows people to get both great
elements simultaneously. Very excited to try all of the recipes listed in this book.. So many
creative ideas! Fast and simple recipes to remain super hydrated! This publication really lays out
a lot of creative ideas and A great deal of variety! A great option to the smoothie diet plan trend!
Everyone's been heading crazy on the smoothie diet plan fad lately, so this fruit-infused water
recipe book seemed like a refreshing idea.I love most smoothies, however, many of them are so
heavy and hard to swallow -- it could be unappetizing. For those of you who pop a few "vitamin
capsules" into their drink for nourishment. These recipes are great!.there's finally a easy natural
way to hydrate and energize your body from your own kitchen!. This book combines fruit with
water and allows individuals to get both great elements at the same time Water is so very
important to your body to maintain proper levels.!I can't wait around to try the Strawberry
Smash Hit! This book is absolutely amazing! It requires the boring out of simply drinking ... This
book is absolutely amazing! It takes the dull out of just drinking water! Plus from all of the fruit
that is included my epidermis is starting to look fresh and young once again and that is ontop of
losing weight! Great if you're seeking to make wise and slow permanent health changes in your
diet.I would highly recommend this publication to everyone! Not too bad Very nice and practical
quality recipes.. Can't wait to try the mini mojito once the summer kicks into full gear. Easy
quality recipes with common ingredients.! I love the thought of making my drinking water a little
more .A few of the recipes in here look so delicious. It helps you feel better, get more energy,
and simply helps remove toxins from your body. Book was gifted if you ask me, I love the idea of
making my water a bit more interesting. Hopefully a few of these can help me kick my soda
habit. More Water! Great read, I’ve always needed to drink more water and this book has
managed to get so much easier! Definitely recommend it! Just with time for summer!. Also
before scanning this book, I'd always tell people to just DRINK Drinking water. Can't wait to try
the Apple Ginger Kicker I have chilling in the fridge at this time! I'm considering these would
also flavor amazing with a splash of alcoholic beverages. Plenty of great ideas I would have
never thought of trying.. Great walk through for an initial timer I came across this book a pretty
darn good deal since it walked me through how to begin, was easy to follow, and wasn't full of a
bunch of useless items that I'll never try.
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